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My favorite place to be is my room in my          
bed watching Youtube. My bedroom has      
whitish blue walls, a carpet, a bunk bed, a         
closet, the comfiest chair ever, 30-50 stuffed       
animals (my favorites are my 3 stuffed       
snakes, bears, tiger, and cheetah).     
Sometimes I just lie down and go into a         
deep, cold, hard sleep. 
 
I would recommend it, but it’s my room and         
you're not going into my house to get to it          
because that would be creepy. 
 
That is why my bedroom is my favorite        
place to go and just do nothing, but don’t         
come in without being invited, or ELSE! 
 
Joshua E. 
 
 
My favorite place to go is…………my      
room. I like my room, because I can play on          
my phone and my computer without anyone       
bothering me. Sometimes I talk to my       
friend because we play games where we       
have to escape prison. Sometimes my friend       
and I get caught and we both scream as loud          
as we can. I shut my door so no one can           
hear me because of this. Also, I like my         
room because it's always hot in there. I like         
the temperature now because when I used to        
wake up on a Saturday morning, it was        
always freezing in my room. I always had        
to have a blanket with me. So now I shut all           
my doors and keep in the heat. Now it's like          
a desert in there and I like it.  

I like my room because it is hot,        
comfortable, and I get to scream as loud as I          
want. 
 
Zeke D. 
 
My special place to go is      
Long Beach Island (LBI). Every year, my       
family and I go to LBI to have fun and go           
swimming in the water. My cousins and I        
love to boogie board on the waves, make        
sandcastles, and look for sand crabs. At low        
tide, there is always a sandbar, so we try to          
go out really far until our parents say to         
come in and put on sunscreen.  
 
Sometimes we have spaghetti and meatballs      
for dinner. My dad and uncle take us to the          
beach to play kickball and to try to find cool          
sea shells. One time, we were playing       
kickball and someone was fishing. They      
caught a baby shark. My cousin then went        
over to look at the baby shark and he         
touched it and said, “ It was very slimy.”         
Some days, early in the morning, we go        
fishing before the lifeguard gets there. We       
don’t catch anything, but we have a fun        
time. 
 
My special place to go is LBI because going         
there is so much fun. I make so many         
memories that I won’t forget any of them. I         
love it there so much! 
 
Katie ZY. 
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My favorite place to visit is my grandparents        
condo in Siesta Key, Sarasota County,      
Florida. My family and I go there once a         
year for about two weeks. I love the beach         
there, it is called crescent beach. my       
grandparents also have a pretty big pool. I        
always stay in my grandparents condo. If       
you want to stay in one of the condos, you          
have to own it. The good news is that there          
are a lot of hotels near by like the sea shell. I            
have been to the sea shell. It is a very nice           
place.  
  
The best part is that I have fun all day. My           
day goes like this… I wake up at 5:30 and          
have breakfast with my dad, grandpa, and       
grandma. At 6:00 my dad, grandpa,      
grandma, and i go for a morning walk on the          
beach, we return at around 6:45. At 7:00 my         
mother and two brothers wake up. We leave        
for the beach at 7:45, and play there until         
11:00. Then we come home and eat from        
11:20 to 12:20. Then we go to the pool until          
4:00. Next we go to the condo because after         
4:00 it usually rains. My grandparents’      
condo is my favorite place to visit. 
 
Katie P. 
 

 

My favorite place to visit is St John. It is          
one of the three US Virgin Islands. There is         
also St Croix and St Thomas, the biggest        
island. I like to snorkel in the ocean there,         
because there are many different kinds of       
species such as: sharks, octopus, squid, and       
different types of fish. 
  
The water is also really clear and I can see          
everything in the water such as coral reefs        
and fish. The sand is also really smooth and         
and warm. This is why St John is my         
favorite place to visit.  
 
Noah H. 
 
 
My favorite place is my room because       
whenever I want to do something and not        
get bothered I can just go there. My room is          
clean small and has many electronics. My       
room is in the top and middle of my house.          
I usually watch Youtube or play on my        
phone while I’m in my room. I always see a          
TV, phone, desk, and green wall. I would        
not recommend my room to others because       
it’s mine I don’t want anyone to ruin my         
freedom. 
 
My room is a great place to stay when I’m          
bored. I can do many things, and I will         
never get bored within my room. My room        
is my favorite place because I have the        
freedom to do whatever I want.  
 
Ned S. 
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My favorite place is Hawaii. I am especially        
love the island of Maui. Here I found many         
relaxing spots, great food, and many      
fantastic clean beaches. I think that Maui is        
the best spot in the entire world. 

 
One reason Maui is my favorite spot is        
because of the kind, loving Hawaiians. I       
saw how proud they were of their culture, by         
the way the cooked, acted, and celebrated in        
their daily lives. I also love Maui because of         
it’s natural beauty. There was so much       
wildlife around me I can’t see why someone        
wouldn’t enjoy it. Every time I come here I         
discover new plants and animals that I       
wouldn’t have seen if I didn’t come to Maui.         
Another reason I love Maui is it’s unique        
landscaping. Here I will always find a       
special nook or tree to read, write, or        
photograph the plants and animals in Maui.       
Also I love that in the night I would be able           
to see the planets and stars of the night sky          
just from my condo without the use of a         
telescope. Where I live in New Jersey I can         
never see the planets and the stars without a         
telescope because of light pollution. One of       
my favorite spots in Maui is the Bamboo        
forest. I love it because When the wind        
blows the bamboo knocks into each other       
creating a beautiful sound. At the end of        
your amazing walk you will find yourself in        
a cleaning the has an amazing waterfall! 

 
This is where my heart lies and my favorite         
place to be in the entire world. I would         
definitely recommend Maui for people who      

love nature, the night sky, culture, and food        
because they will fit right in with the people         
around them. Everyone here will care for       
you and make you feel like family. This is         
why Maui is my favorite place. 
 
Sabrina M. 
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My favorite place to spend time is my        
gymnastics, studio. Gymnastics is my     
favorite thing to do. Gymnastics is one of        
those things I can't go a day without doing.         
Many people might ask, “Why would you       
want to spend your time in the gymnastics        
studio? Wouldn’t you rather be on vacation       
or playing outside?” To be honest, I       
actually love being in a gym all day. I love          
it because my friends are with me and I get          
to do my favorite thing, gymnastics! 
 
Of course, I like going on vacation, but I'd         
rather be in a gym for hours and hours. It          
may seem weird, but I love it. I like seeing          
the chalky air and working hard on skills for         
competitions. In the gym, I feel powerful       
and brave. Gymnastics is my passion and       
will always be.  
 
Danielle D. 
 
 
My favorite place to spend time is in Utah. I          
go with my family, my grandma and       
grandpa, and their friends. My grandma and       
grandpa rent a house and we go       
snowboarding and skiing there. It is a lot of         
fun. The mountains in Utah are really big.        
One of the mountains is so big that you need          
to take a gondola to get to the top.  

 
I usually go snowboarding in Camelback Ski       
Area in Pennsylvania. I thought their hills       
were kind of big. When I got to Utah, the          
mountains there were so big that when I got         

to the top I was in the clouds and could          
barely see a thing. It was so white. When         
we were all done skiing and snowboarding       
we would go back to the house and relax         
and eat dinner. That is my favorite place to         
spend time once a year.  
 
Joey E. 
 

 
 
 
My favorite place to spend time at is Punta         
Cana. I went to Punta Cana for a week in          
November. I had so much time hanging out        
at the beach. A lot of times my dad and I           
went boogie boarding. I don't know why I        
always wiped out and he did not. Sometimes        
my brothers and I would try to cover are         
whole body up with sand. One time I was         
laying down with everything covered in      
sand except my face while drinking a       
smoothie.  
 
There was a day where the ocean was so         
warm. So my aunt, grandpa, mom, dad, and        
me went on this thing called a banana boat.         
A banana boat is a float that is tied to a boat.            
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When the boat takes off you go with it. We          
were making sharp turns, and went super       
fast. The company who does this suggests       
that everyone will fall off. But guess what?        
We did not. Right when we stopped and        
came close to shore, I stood on the float and          
jumped into the water. We all jumped in,        
and when we stepped onto the sand, we        
were were soaked and freezing. 
 
The last day I was there my brother and I did           
another float that was a chair. This one fit         
four people, but only the two of us went on          
it. This was safer than the banana boat, so         
we went even faster. Sometimes the chair       
would jump, and we would be in the air.         
This was the best vacation ever, and my        
family and I plan to go there again next         
November . 
 
Delara C. 
 
My absolute favorite place personally is      
Kailua Beach Park in Oahu, Hawaii. It is so         
relaxing and so beautiful. Every year my       
family goes to a beach house near there. I         
love every beach but this one stands out to         
me. I would go to this beach every day if I           
lived in Hawaii.  
 
The reasons I like this beach are because it         
is relaxing, peaceful, quiet, and beautiful.      
This beach is nice to take a nice morning         
walk. Since Hawaii is in a different       
timezone than New Jersey, I could take a        
morning walk on the beach every day. I        

would wake up early when there isn't a lot of          
people on the beach and the sun is rising. It          
is so beautiful picturing it in my head. Just         
writing this essay makes me feel like going        
to that beach.  
 
Beaches, in my point of view, are the most         
wonderful thing on earth. I like this one        
because the water is not too deep and that         
makes it good for families. There is a        
playground and a lot of sand to play in. I          
have a big family, so it is perfect for me. I           
can go wherever I want and most likely one         
of my siblings will be there. There is also a          
lot of space for me, so I don’t have to be           
around fighting, screaming, and yelling. 
 
My special place is definitely Kailua Beach       
Park. It is usually not very crowded and has         
a lot of space. Even though it is not next          
door, and I cannot go there every day, it is          
still something that I admire and personally       
love.  
 
Madilyn T. 
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Today, I will talk about my favorite place in         
the entire world, Aruba. It is an island in the          
Caribbean Sea sixteen miles away from      
Venezuela. The reasons I like it so much are         
because of the warm climate, the water, and        
low crime rate. The hot temperature      
year-round is an excellent spot for my       
family and me to get away from the two-foot         
snow piles in New Jersey. The summer gets        
hot in New Jersey, but not as hot as in          
Aruba. 
 
The water in Aruba is so clear! I can see for           
a mile underwater. When I went snorkeling       
in 50-foot water, I saw all the way to the          
bottom. I also saw a shipwreck when we        
stopped from our catamaran. The motto for       
Aruba is “One Happy Island.” The reason       
for this is because when driving, nobody       
gets mad. The crime rate is also low because         
if someone steals, they get a bad reputation        
on the island as a bad person. Even then,         
why would they steal? A lot of people have         
high paying jobs. Aruba is my favorite       
place, and I hope to go again soon. 
 
Ben H. 
 

 

My favorite places to be are Folly Beach and         
Ocean City, Maryland. I love the beach       
because of the warm weather and water.       
When I'm near water I feel like I can do          
whatever I want. I love going to the pier         
with a fishing pole and making my dad        
proud. I usually throw the fish back in the         
water or allow someone else to keep them.        
Once I caught a piece of rope. I love it          
when my toes are in the sand, water comes         
up and  
washes 
the sand  
off, and  
I see  
little 
sand 
crabs.  
 
My favorite part of going to the beach is         
jumping over waves or surfing on them. I        
just love going in the summer down to South         
Carolina to go see my favorite sister,       
Yinchu. I love to go to Charleston with        
them and surf and body board with her        
husband. When I went there I was scared        
because there are sharks, and I'm scared of        
sharks. I learned so much in Charleston. I        
brought back some fudge for my dad, and        
saltwater taffy for my mom. I also brought        
back a smile on my face from seeing my         
older sister, Yinchu. All of this brings back        
really good memories.  
  
Aaron L. 
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